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Abstract

Polyketide synthases are multimodular enzymes that generate diverse molecules of great pharmaceutical importance, including a range of clinically used antimicrobials and antitumor agents. Many polyketides are synthesized by type I polyketide synthases (PKSs), which are organized in assembly lines, in which multiple enzymes line up in a specific order. This order is defined by specific protein-protein interactions. The unique modular structure and catalyzing mechanism of these assembly lines makes their products predictable and also spurred combinatorial biosynthesis studies to produce novel polyketides using synthetic biology. However, predicting the interactions of PKSs, and thereby inferring the order of their assembly line, is still challenging, especially for cases in which this order is not reflected by the ordering of the PKS-encoding genes in the genome. Here, we introduce PKSpop, which uses a coevolution-based protein-protein interaction prediction algorithm to infer protein order in PKS assembly lines. Our method accurately predicts protein orders (80% accuracy). Additionally, we identify new residue pairs that are key in determining interaction specificity, and show that coevolution of N- and C-terminal docking domains of PKSs is significantly more predictive for protein-protein interactions than coevolution between ketosynthase and acyl carrier protein domains.
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Introduction

Polyketides are a structurally diverse group of specialized metabolites produced by taxonomically diverse organisms. They have a large variety of natural functions, and many of them are used in the clinic as antibiotics, chemotherapeutics, immunosuppressants or cholesterol-lowering agents. Many polyketides are produced by the action of modular (‘Type I’) polyketide synthases (PKSs): large multi-domain enzymes that consist of repeating modules that function in an assembly-line fashion to extend a growing polyketide chain until it is offloaded and often cyclized to form the core scaffold of the polyketide natural product. Each module in such an assembly line again consists of multiple domains. The three core domains are an acyltransferase (AT) domain that selects an extender unit, an acyl carrier protein (ACP) that functions as a ‘hook’ to which this unit is transferred by the AT domain, and a ketosynthase (KS) domain that catalyses the condensation reaction to extend the polyketide chain with this unit. Besides these three, PKSs may also contain ketoreductase (KR), dehydratase (DH) or enoyl reductase (ER) domains, which determine the degree to which an extender unit is reduced.

PKS proteins may consist of one or multiple modules, and a PKS assembly line frequently consists of multiple individual PKS proteins, sometimes even 5-10 in total. The final structure of the polyketide is determined by the order in which the PKS proteins interact to form the assembly line. Therefore, understanding protein-protein interactions between PKSs is of great importance. After all, accurate prediction of these interactions from sequence information is essential for predicting the chemical structure of the product, and thus makes it possible to ‘dereplicate’ the biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) that encode the production of polyketides to identify which of these are responsible for the production of either known or unknown (and therefore novel) molecules. Moreover, understanding and predicting these protein interactions is crucial for synthetic biology approaches to PKS engineering to be successful, as it facilitates new ways of reordering PKS assembly lines to generate novel chemistry.

Several studies have attempted to predict the order of proteins in PKS assembly lines from sequence. The simplest way of doing this is by assuming collinearity of the proteins with the order of the PKS-encoding genes in a BGC, which has frequently been observed to be true for BGCs encoding the production of known molecules. However, there are many cases in which the order of the PKS-encoding genes in a BGC is not compatible with collinearity (e.g., when they are located in multiple operons), as shown in Figure 1. For example, in the MIBiG repository, 12 out of 133 (9%) of the multimodular type I PKS assembly lines are non-collinear. There are currently 3,302 type I PKS gene clusters in the antiSMASH database and the number increases with more and more genomes being sequenced in the future. This necessitates the use of more advanced approaches to predict protein-protein interactions. Several studies have shown that small helical domains at the N- and C-termini of PKS proteins, called docking domains, play a key role in mediating the specificity of interactions, through specific pairwise dimerization with docking domains of other proteins in the assembly line. Early computational analyses of the diversity of these docking domains showed that they fall into at least three compatibility classes, and that head-to-tail pairing of docking domains within the same compatibility class is necessary but not sufficient to predict the order of PKS proteins in an assembly line. Additionally, several studies identified potential specificity-conferring (and coevolving) residue pairs, which made it possible to predict the final order of PKS assembly lines to a larger extent. Still, for the large majority of assembly lines, predictions of the latest (rule-based) methods have been inconclusive, as multiple orderings are deemed equally likely.
Excitingly, several developments have taken place in the past years that provide new opportunities to revisit and improve predictions of PKS assembly line ordering from sequence. First, new crystal structures of cyanobacterial (‘class II’) docking domains have revealed a markedly different tertiary structure for these domains, which shows that previous analyses based on joint alignments of multiple docking domain classes may have been suboptimal. Second, considerable amounts of new data have been collected into standardized repositories, making it possible to substantially expand the training sets. Third, we have recently developed a new computational method that reduces noise in coevolution-based intermolecular contact predictions, leading to considerable improvements in distinguishing between protein-protein interactions and non-interactions.

Here, we provide a new prediction pipeline, PKSpop, that exploits these new insights and developments, through automated recognition of docking domain classes, coevolutionary prediction of interaction probabilities between class I docking domains using expectation-maximization with the Ouroboros method, and combining these results in a new algorithm that is usually able to predict a single most probable assembly line order. We show that PKSpop is able to accurately identify assembly line orders in non-collinear PKS systems in ~80% of the cases. Additionally, we identify new residue pairs that are key in determining interaction specificity, and show that docking domain coevolution is significantly more predictive for protein-protein interactions than coevolution between ACP and KS domains.

**Methods and Implementation**

**Dataset for learning and evaluation**

Sequences of interacting docking domain pairs were obtained from The Minimum Information about a Biosynthetic Gene cluster (MIBiG) repository. 372 interacting docking domain pairs were extracted from 133 type I PKS assembly lines, whose protein orders have been established by previous studies. In addition, 15 interacting pairs were obtained from 13 assembly lines in the antiSMASH database, which stores the biosynthetic gene clusters detected and annotated by antiSMASH; these were all assembly lines consisting of two or three proteins, for which there was only one possible order based on the positioning of starter-AT and/or thioesterase domains at the start and end. An extra set of docking domain pairs was extracted from adjacent genes in gene clusters in the antiSMASH database. The interaction status of these pairs is unknown.

Compared to the ACP structure, the ACP domains annotated in the MIBiG and antiSMASH databases did not cover the whole ACP sequence. Thus, the sequences detected by antiSMASH as ACP domains were extended with 20 additional N-terminal residues. In addition to the interprotein KS/ACP pairs, the intra-protein pairs, whose KS and ACP domain were on the adjacent module in a protein, were extracted. The datasets were filtered by removing redundant sequences at 100% identity, as identified by CD-HIT.

**Clustering and multiple sequence alignment**

Profile HMM analysis was employed to classify and align the docking domains. It should be noted that the compatibility classes I, II and III that refer to docking domain sequences are different from the structural classes as described by Weissman: sequence compatibility classes I, II and III correspond to structural classes 1a, 1b and 2, respectively. In our study, sequences of different compatibility classes published by Thattai et al were aligned separately by MUSCLE with a gap opening penalty of 11.0. Using the alignment, hmmbuild from the HMMER package was used to build HMM profiles for each class, and hmmscan was then used to assign class membership to sequences by finding for each sequence its
best match among the three HMM profiles. Subsequently, the sequences belonging to different classes were aligned against their profile by hmmalign. The conserved regions of 26 residues at the N-terminal docking domain (Ndd) and 16 residues at the end of the C-terminal docking domain (Cdd), which are involved in the protein-protein interaction 19,21,35, were obtained from the MSAs (Supplementary Figure 2). Docking domains used in study are described in Supplementary Dataset 1 & 2. For various alignments, the number of effective sequences ($N_{eff}$) was calculated with conkit v0.11.2 36

The type I PKS KS domains can be subdivided into those belonging to modular PKS, hybrid PKS and trans-AT PKS systems 37–39. As the hybrid KS domains were not included in the initial dataset, the modular KS domains were selected by matching KS domains to the modular-KS and trans-KS HMM profiles from antiSMASH 23,40. The ACPs that paired with the modular KS domains were then extracted as well.

Ouroboros analysis
Datasets with different percentages of interacting pairs and different numbers of effective sequences were analyzed by Ouroboros. Since Ouroboros employs expectation-maximization (EM), each analysis was repeated three times using different random seeds to address the problem that EM might find a local optimum. In addition, different values of the int_frac parameter were used. Out of these analyses, the result with the largest log likelihood was selected. Each dataset could consist of interacting pairs, non-interacting pairs and pairs without interaction information; the assessment of performance of PPI prediction was always based on the known interacting and non-interacting pairs (note that the interaction status is not used as input by the algorithm itself).

Selecting specificity-determining residues
Ouroboros predicts contacts by assigning each residue pair a contact score. In the structure of interacting class I docking domain pair (PDB # 1PZR), there are 31 physical contact residue pairs under the threshold of 5 ångströms 22. Therefore, the residue pairs of the top 31 contact scores were considered as the Ouroboros-predicted contacts and the correct prediction was defined as the intersection between the Ouroboros prediction and the physical contacts.

To find the set of residues that define the specificity of PKS PPIs, we checked the predictive performance of Ouroboros in the absence of each residue pair separately and removed the columns from the MSA corresponding to the residue pair that had the least impact on PPI prediction. With the remaining residues, we again removed the pair that had the least impact. This procedure was repeated until all residue pairs were removed. The performance was assessed by the AUC value of ROC curve, calculated by scikit-learn v0.20.2 41. PyMOL v2.0 42 was used to visualize the position of selected residues in the structure 42.

Logistic regression model
The docking domain pairs and KS-ACP pairs were analyzed by Ouroboros separately. Then, a logistic regression model was built to predict the interaction of proteins that harbor class I docking domains. One of the predictors was the interaction probability of docking domain pairs predicted by Ouroboros; the other predictor was the interaction probability of the corresponding KS-ACP from the same protein pair. The dataset contained 80% interactions and 20% non-interactions. Five-fold cross-validation was used to test the performance of the logistic regression model.
PKSpop: Protein order prediction pipeline

A pipeline, PKSpop was designed and implemented to predict the protein order. PKSpop takes the GenBank file of the query PKS gene cluster as detected by antiSMASH and a list of protein identifiers of the PKSs in that gene cluster as input. The code is available on [http://www.bif.wur.nl/](http://www.bif.wur.nl/) (under ‘Software’).

PKSpop starts with extracting the docking domain sequences from the PKS proteins encoded in the cluster. First, the start protein of the assembly line is determined by locating a starter-AT domain; the end protein is determined by locating a thioesterase domain. The N- and C-terminal sequences are then assigned to one of the three different docking domain classes by hmmscan (using competitive scoring of class-specific docking domain pHMMs), and aligned using hmmalign (See Clustering and MSA section). The conserved 26-amino acid and 16-amino acid regions on the class I N- and C-termini are subsequently obtained from the alignment. Next, each N-terminal sequence is paired with all C-terminal sequences. Two paired fasta files, one of N-terminal sequences and one of C-terminal sequences, are generated by integrating the query sequences with 222 interacting sequences and 301 sequences from adjacent genes in gene clusters. The two fasta files with paired docking domain sequences are then input into Ouroboros and analysed under user-defined int_frac parameters (default [0.80, 0.90]) and a user-indicated number of times the analysis is repeated.

Ouroboros then outputs the pairwise interaction probabilities of the query docking domain pairs from the result with the largest log-likelihood. These are filled into an interaction probability matrix, where the C-termini are in rows and the N termini are in columns. From the matrix, the pairs that do not belong to class I are first matched to each other. (If there are multiple C- and N-termini of class II or III, multiple possible assembly line orders will be elaborated in parallel.) Then, the class I pair with the highest probability is found and fixed if it is not conflict with the already fixed pairs. If there is more than one pair that has the same highest probability, multiple possibilities will be accounted for again. The steps are repeated until all the values in the matrix have been traversed, or the procedure stops earlier if an order that consists of all the query proteins is predicted. If no assembly line order results that covers all query PKS proteins, the process finishes without a result (Supplementary Figure 1).
Result & Discussion

A new method to predict PKS order in assembly line

Predicting protein order in polyketide assembly lines is different from the typical pairwise PPI studies. This is because of the nature of the assembly line, in which a protein can only interact with one upstream and one downstream protein. To infer protein order in assembly lines, PKSpop comprises three main steps: 1) Identify class memberships for query docking domains and align the sequences; 2) Pair each class I N-terminal docking domain (Ndd) with all class I C-terminal docking domains (Cdds) and use coevolution to predict the interaction probability for all possible pairs and enter these into a probability matrix; 3) Infer the protein order by a greedy probability matrix-filling method which takes the assembly line constraints and compatibility class into account.

We first set out to automatically classify docking domains into classes, and to assess for which of these classes sufficient data is available to predict their protein-protein interactions (PPIs). The performance of coevolution-analysis-based PPI prediction depends highly on the alignment quality and shifts in interaction site can lead to mispredictions. While a previous method used joint alignment of the docking domains from all three compatibility classes, new structural studies have shown that these docking domain classes have a markedly different tertiary structure and therefore should not be aligned. Instead, it is better to analyze the classes separately. To annotate docking domains by class, we built HMM profiles of all three docking domain compatibility classes from sequences published by Thattai et al. Then, 384 interacting Cdd and Ndd pairs were clustered by finding for each domain its best match among the three HMM profiles. As a result, 222 class I and 85 class II interacting docking domain pairs were obtained. There were 64 pairs that contained at least one class III docking domain; 27 of these involved cases where a single class III docking domain was paired with a domain which was not assigned to any class. One possible reason is that the number of sequences used to build class III HMM profiles was only 14, which might be too little to cover the sequence diversity of class III docking domains. The other possible reason might be that class III was not correctly defined: in previous clustering, most pairs that we ostensibly mismatched based on comprising members of different classes have one of their sequences assigned into class III, and, in the sequence similarity networks, class III appears to be much less coherent then classes I and II. Also, the docking domains clustered in sequence class III according to previous studies (which corresponds to structural class 2) have dissimilar structures, as can be seen from the structures of CurK/CurL (PDB # 4MYY) and CurG/CurH (PDB # 4MYZ). Therefore, it is still an open question whether there is a sufficiently homogeneous “class III” that truly represents a group of structurally similar docking domains across organisms.

Using the alignments of the class I docking domains, we applied Ouroboros, our recently developed method to predict protein interactions based on intermolecular coevolution. Ouroboros takes only the alignments as input and generates pairwise protein interaction probabilities of the class I docking domains. Testing various input datasets, we demonstrate that coevolutionary analysis can be successfully applied to predict class I docking domain interactions. Before presenting these results, we first give an overall overview of PKSpop, the pipeline we developed to apply coevolutionary analysis to PKS assembly lines.
PKSpop predicts PKS protein orders with high accuracy

To assess the performance of the PKSpop pipeline specifically in the context of assembly lines that do not follow the collinearity rule, the following ten assembly lines were investigated: BE-14106, candicidin, FK-520, incednine, kendomycin, kijanimicin, lobophorin, ML-449, nanchangmycin, and oligomycin. In these ten assembly lines, there are 44 interacting protein pairs among 262 pair combinations. Of these, the order of 8 lines (80% accuracy; nanchangmycin and oligomycin were the exceptions) and the interactions of 36 protein pairs (82% accuracy) were correctly predicted. Figure 2 shows an example of predicting the protein order of the candicidin assembly line. FscA is the first protein as it has an initiating AMP-binding domain, and fscF is the final protein as it does not have a Cdd (Figure 2A). The Cdd of fscD (fscD-Cdd) and Ndd of fscE (fscE-Ndd) were clustered into class II, while other docking domains all belong to class I. Hence, fscD and fscE were first connected, as fscD-Cdd and fscE-Ndd comprised the only pair that does not belong to class I. The pairwise interaction probabilities of the docking domains were predicted by Ouroboros and filled into the matrix (Figure 2B). Based on the probability matrix, fscF was then connected to fscE, since fscE-Cdd and fscF-Ndd have the highest interaction probability in the matrix. Subsequently, the interaction of other Cdds with fscF-Ndd was ruled out. Iteratively, the pair with the highest probability in the remaining rows and columns was identified and connected repeatedly to predict the final (correct) order (Figure 2C).

We compared the performance of our algorithm to a previously published method, which uses two residue pairs as a “docking code” to infer protein orders. With this method, five assembly lines out of ten were correctly predicted. Moreover, it should be noted that our method outputs a single correct order for all eight assembly lines. In contrast, the previous method predicted multiple possible orders with the same highest score for each assembly line (20 for BE-14106, 30 for candicidin, 6 for kijanimicin, 4 for lobophorin and 20 for ML-449), which reiterates the advantage of our probabilistic approach.

Identification of specificity-conferring residue pairs in class I docking domains

Based on structural information, there are 31 contacting residue pairs on class I docking domains. We selected the top 31 residue pairs scored by Ouroboros as involved in intermolecular coevolution, and of these, 21 were involved in intermolecular contacts (p-value 7.47e-15, Fisher exact test). To study the impact on PPI specificity of the selected residue pairs, MSAs were generated in which all the predicted residues were removed. The prediction of PPIs based on the remaining residues failed (AUC=0.55), which indicates that the determinant residue pairs lie in the selected pairs. By removing the least important contact residue pairs one by one from the MSA, we found that performance decreased drastically after pairs C11-N9, C12-N5 and C4-N3 were removed (Supplementary Figure 3). Removing all three pairs still led to a model with more predictive power (AUC=0.67) than a model in which all contacting pairs were removed. However, when using the three pairs alone, the predictive performance (AUC=0.83) is similar to that of using the whole sequence (AUC=0.81) (Supplementary Table 1). This indicates that they are likely to be specificity-determining residues (Figure 3).

Next, we analyzed how the three specificity-determining residue pairs influence the order prediction (Supplementary Table 1). When using the three pairs to infer protein order, the correct prediction was 8/10, which was the same as that of using the whole sequence. Although using only one of the pairs can still lead to a similar accuracy, in this case not always a single unique order was predicted. Among the three pairs, C4-N3 showed the greatest importance in PPI specificity, as using it alone could achieve a highest AUC on PPI prediction.
and a highest accuracy on order prediction. While C4-N3 and C11-N9 were also identified as the protein-contacting parts of the “code word” of PPI specificity by Thattai et al.\textsuperscript{22}, the C12-N5 pair is found for the first time in our study as a determinant of PPI specificity.

**Docking domains instead of KS-ACP domain pairs contribute to predicting PPI**

To investigate whether KS-ACP domain pairs can also contribute to predicting PPI specificity in PKSs, a logistic regression model was used to predict the interaction of PKS proteins that harbor a class I docking domain. One of the predictors was the interaction probability of docking domain pairs predicted by Ouroboros. The other predictor was the interaction probability of the corresponding KS-ACP pairs, which have also been shown to play a role in mediating protein-protein interactions between PKSs\textsuperscript{8,44,45}. Different training and testing sets were created by 5-fold cross-validation, and the ROC curve was plotted on each testing set (Supplementary Figure 4). The resulting AUC of 0.83±0.02 demonstrates that the model is predictive of PKS protein interactions. In the logistic model, the coefficient of the KS-ACP interaction probability was around -0.27±0.16, much lower than that of docking domain, 2.98±0.09, which indicates that the Ouroboros’ result on KS-ACP does not contribute to the PPI prediction. To further evaluate this result, interaction probabilities of the two domain pairs obtained from Ouroboros were used separately to predict the PPI (Figure 4). The ROC curves of docking domains have similar shape and AUCs with that of logistic regression model, while that of KS-ACP are not better than random guess.

The poor predictive ability of Ouroboros result on KS-ACP pairs might indicate that coevolution is not suitable to predict KS-ACP interaction. According to previous studies\textsuperscript{45,46}, R23 on DEBS2 ACP helix I was found to be the determinant of inter-protein KS-ACP interaction specificity by mutagenesis\textsuperscript{45}, but the contact score of this residue to any other KS residues is relatively low in the Ouroboros result. The low contact score might mean that contact residues in KS domains are evolutionary conserved and therefore cannot be detected by a coevolution-based method. The poor predictive ability might also indicate that KS-ACP interaction is not involved in mediating the specificity of PPIs between PKSs, in contrast to previous assumptions\textsuperscript{8}. Circumstantial evidence for this is given by the DEBS assembly line, for which functional protein interaction only requires compatible docking domain pairs\textsuperscript{6,47}.

**Noise level and sequence variation influence the prediction**

Predicting the protein order in assembly lines is based on predictions of protein-protein interactions by Ouroboros, and this prediction can be influenced by the noise level (number of non-interacting protein pairs) and sequence variation of the input proteins\textsuperscript{26}. To investigate the sensitivity of our method, we therefore tested Ouroboros with different docking domain datasets.

To compare the predictive performance with different input noise levels (number of non-interacting protein pairs), five datasets with 80% interacting class I docking domains and three datasets with 60% interacting domains were generated. All datasets comprised the same 222 interacting domain pairs and a number of different non-interacting domain pairs. Sequence variation was measured by the number of effective sequences (N\textsubscript{eff}, number of sequences in a dataset whose pairwise identities are below 90%). To increase N\textsubscript{eff}, extra docking domain pairs were added to the datasets of 80% and 60% interacting pairs. The 301 extra pairs were generated by pairing the docking domains from adjacent genes in polyketide biosynthetic gene clusters compatible with collinearity. According to the collinearity rule, these extra data are likely to include a high percentage of interacting pairs and can be used to increase the sequence variation without introducing too much noise. The interaction
information of these extra pairs is unknown, and the performance assessment was based on the known interacting and non-interacting pairs. Importantly, the knowledge on interaction status was not used for training the method, only for evaluating its performance. Table 1 shows Ouroboros’ predictive performance, measured by the Matthew correlation coefficient, on the different datasets. The results clearly demonstrate that with more interacting domain pairs and greater \( N_{\text{eff}} \) in the dataset, Ouroboros tends to perform better. Therefore, when using Ouroboros to generate the pairwise interaction matrix in the order prediction pipeline, the query sequences are combined with all the existing interacting protein pairs and the extra pairs.

Since Ouroboros is able to infer interaction of proteins that contain class I docking domains with good accuracy, it was then applied to class II docking domains. Lacking equal amounts of sequence data, an MSA with a \( N_{\text{eff}} \) of only 168 was created, which comprised a set of 80% interacting pairs and a set of extra pairs without interaction information. The result shows that Ouroboros failed to perform well on the class II docking domains with this amount of effective sequences (Supplementary Figure 5). To analyze whether the poor performance is caused by the lack of sequence variation, datasets of class I docking domain with similar \( N_{\text{eff}} \) were created and input into Ouroboros. The performance on class I domains is indeed better, but the standard deviation is relatively high compared to that obtained with the higher \( N_{\text{eff}} \). Altogether, this suggests that the performance is unstable on such a small dataset. With more PKS biosynthetic gene clusters being sequenced in the future, there will be more class II docking domains available, which can increase the sequence variation in MSA and may help improve the prediction for this class.

The fact that currently Ouroboros cannot accurately predict protein interactions for class II or class III docking domains, means that PKSpop is currently unable to infer assembly lines whose docking domains all belong to class II or III. However, as demonstrated above, the PKSpop pipeline can work on assembly lines that contain limited numbers of class II or III docking domain pairs in addition to class I docking domain pairs, by connecting the docking domains of class II and/or III, respectively. Based on the composition of docking domain classes in BGCs currently deposited in MIBiG, we estimate that PKSpop is able to predict assembly line orders in \(~90\%\) of the cases.

Conclusions and future perspectives
We have presented a method to predict protein order in PKS biosynthetic assembly lines. Our method, PKSpop, enables to deal with the fact that often, gene order in a gene cluster is not predictive of the protein interaction order in the assembly line. The basis of our approach is our recently developed coevolution-based method for protein interaction prediction, which assigns a likelihood of interaction to pairs of proteins based on whether coevolution is predicted between these proteins. It does so without requiring any knowledge on protein interactions or residue contacts. Here, we presented a greedy matrix-filling approach to convert the coevolution based interaction probability between multiple proteins to an ordering of proteins in an assembly line. Application of this approach to PKS gene clusters demonstrated its performance. This now enables to predict protein-protein interactions and hence putative core scaffold chemical structures for clusters which defy the collinearity rule; hitherto, interactions in these clusters could not well be predicted. In the near future, we plan to incorporate PKSpop as a prediction feature into the antiSMASH pipeline.\(^\text{40}\)

In addition, our method identified specific residue pairs, one of which was highlighted for the first time as specificity-determining; this pair might be further studied to provide insight into the determinants of PKS specificity. Finally, in contrast to collinearity-based predictions, our
approach enables predicting interactions between proteins from different assembly lines. This will be of great use for efforts to engineer synthetic PKS assembly lines $^{32,48,49}$ consisting of entirely new combinations of proteins.
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### Table

**Table 1. Predictive performance on datasets with different percent of interacting pairs and different number of effective sequences.** The $N_{\text{eff}}$ and Matthew correlation coefficient (MCC) are the mean values of 3 (with 60% interacting pairs) or 5 (with 80% interacting pairs) datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset composition: % of interacting pairs (+ extra pairs)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>MCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>$212\pm1$</td>
<td>$0.22\pm0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% + extra pairs</td>
<td>$468\pm4$</td>
<td>$0.45\pm0.06$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>$211\pm3$</td>
<td>$0.30\pm0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% + extra pairs</td>
<td>$465\pm2$</td>
<td>$0.60\pm0.07$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Collinear and non-collinear PKS assembly lines. In each panel, the gene arrows represent the PKS biosynthetic gene cluster; the protein order is provided underneath. (A) The protein order of the abyssomicin assembly line is collinear with the order of genes in the genome. (B) The genes in the incednine biosynthetic gene cluster span three operons. The order of the proteins in the assembly line is non-collinear with the order of the genes within the operons. (C) In the candicidin biosynthetic gene cluster the genes span more than one operon. Although there is collinearity within each operon, the order of operons is not collinear with the order of proteins in the assembly line.

Figure 2. Predicting the protein order of Candicidin assembly line. (A) The PKS proteins and their domains in the Candicidin assembly line. (B) Interaction of PKSs predicted by Ouroboros. Each cell represents a possible interaction of a docking domain pair and is coloured by the value of -log_{10}(interaction probability). Cells of C-fscD and N-fscE are colored grey, as these docking domains do not belong to class I. (C) PKSpop procedure to predict the protein order from the interaction probabilities. First, fcsD and fscE are connected, as their docking domains do not belong to class I. Subsequently, pairs of docking domains are iteratively connected by finding the matrix cell with the highest probability, while crossing out interactions that are no longer possible. In the end, a single predicted order remains.

Figure 3. Docking domain interaction structure with predicted crucial residues. (A) The docking domain interaction structure (PDB # 1PZR). PKS proteins are homodimers and therefore there are two docking domain pairs, Cα-Nα and Cα-Nβ. Residue pairs (linked by dashed lines) are coloured according to the decrease of AUC after they were removed from the sequences. (B) The physical position of residue pair C4-N3, which was predicted to contribute to protein interaction specificity by Ouroboros. (C) The physical position of C12-N5 and C11-N9, which were also predicted to contribute to protein interaction specificity. The C12-N5 pair was found for the first time in our study as a determinant of PPI specificity.

Figure 4. PKS protein interaction prediction performance. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of logistic models based on inferred interaction probabilities, using only (A) class I docking domains and (B) KS-ACP domain sequences to predict the PPIs.
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Supplements

Dataset 1. Source of docking domains from MIBiG database, including MIBiG BGC identifier, protein identifier, polyketide biosynthetic assembly line and organism.

Dataset 2. Source of docking domains from antiSMASH database, including GenBank accession, antiSMASH gene cluster number and organism.

**SI Figure 1.** Example of predicting protein order from interaction probability matrix. The protein pairs, for example the A-B, refers to the interaction of the C-terminal docking domain of protein A with the N-terminal docking domain of protein B.
SI Figure 2. Example of multiple sequence alignment of conserved regions on docking domains of 3 compatibility classes. Each line represents an interacting docking domain pair. The labels consist of the polyketide biosynthetic assembly lines and the IDs of proteins which harbor the docking domains. Residues are coloured by identity in MSA (darker colour for higher identity).

SI Figure 3. Predictive performance of removing the least important residue pairs one by one from the MSA. Residue pairs which caused drastic decrease of AUC score are indicated.
SI Figure 4. Performance of logistic regression model built on Ouroboros results of class 1 docking domain pairs and the corresponding KS-ACP pairs. The light curves show performances of model on 5 testing sets; the bold blue curve presents the averaged performance; the grey area is the estimated ROC ±1 standard deviation.

SI Figure 5. Predictive performance on (A) one dataset of class II docking domains ($N_{eff}=168$), (B) five datasets on class I docking domains ($N_{eff}=168±1$) and (C) five datasets of class I docking domains ($N_{eff}=465±2$).
**SI Table 1.** Performance of using different residue pairs to predict the PPIs and protein order in polyketide assembly lines. The first column is the residue pairs used. The second column is the AUC score of the PPI prediction. The third column is the accuracy of protein order prediction using the corresponding pairs and the last column is the number of unique predictions among all correctly predicted orders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue pair used to predict interaction</th>
<th>AUC of predicting protein interaction</th>
<th>Correct rate of predicting protein order</th>
<th>Unique order predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All</strong></td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>8/10</td>
<td>8/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4-N3, C12-N5, C11-N9</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>8/10</td>
<td>8/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4-N3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>8/10</td>
<td>7/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11-N9</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>7/10</td>
<td>4/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12-N5</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>8/10</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>